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Description / Deskribapena
Machine translation (MT) quality is better and better. The translation industry and professional translators are starting to adopt the
technology for certain domains, contexts and text types. There are also more and more freely available MT systems and as a result,
regular users have also started to take advantage of them more and more often. However, we still do not know what influence MT
output has in all these users’ writing: how does MT shape the final version of a text? How does this final version of a text differ
from what the users would have written without it? What is the consequence for users of differing levels of competence in the
source and target languages? Should there be any recurrent characteristic in the writings produced using MT, will this have any
effect on the development of the target language itself? This project aims to contribute to the study of how MT might shape the
language we use and read by analyzing the differences between texts produced with and without MT.

Goals / Helburuak
To study the difference in texts produced with and without the use of MT

Requirements / Betebeharrak
Linguistic background, basic programming skills, proficiency in at least two languages

Framework / Esparrua
Machine translation for users

Tasks and plan / Atazak eta plana
- Analyse literature on language features, translation and post-editing effects, translationese and post-editese
- Identify texts (1) originally written in a language, (2) machine translated into that language (we can do this ourselves), (3)
manually translated into that language, and (4) post-edited into that language (essential 1 and 2 )
- Compare the linguistic and textual features of the different texts, in particular 1 and 2 above
- Analyse the results: what differences can we identify? Are there any differences in lexical and structural variation and diversity?
Are the same linguistic resources used in the set-ups?
- Write up the report
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